
 

 

Bienvenue dans l’équipe Virtuo !  

Nous sommes très fiers de vous compter parmi nous. Virtuo est une jeune entreprise Française qui 

ambitionne de révolutionner la location de voitures. Comment ? En faisant de votre téléphone la clé 
de la voiture ! Grâce à une application mobile, nous avons rendu possible la location de voiture 
uniquement depuis un smartphone, de la réservation à l’état des lieux. Mais cette ambition ne 

pourrait être réalisable sans VOUS !  

Votre mission, si vous l’acceptez :  la préparation de voiture ! 

Welcome to the Virtuo Team !  

We are very proud to have you joining us. Virtuo is a young French start-up aspiring to revolutionise 

car rental. How ? By using your smartphone as the car key ! Thanks to a mobile app we made car 
rental easy and fast from booking to check-out. But this can only be done with YOU ! 

You mission if you accept it :  car preparation ! 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● What’s a preparation ?  

The goal of a preparation is to have the car in the best possible condition after a rental so that the next client has the 

feeling of getting in a brand new car. Once the car cleaned, the presence of several items needed for a smooth next 

rental is to be checked and their replacement is to be done in case they were missing. 

● When does a preparation take place ?  

A preparation takes place between two rentals. Once a client brings back a car to our station it has to be prepared as 

fast as possible ! You’ll be contacted by SMS when there will be cars to prepare in a few days in the stations you told us 

you could intervene in.  You have to answer us as fast as possible wether you are or not available for the preparation(s). 

● What are the steps of a preparation ? 

1. Cleaning (inside & outside) : To start you’ll meticulously clean both the carbody and the interior of the car thanks to 

the equipement we’ll provide you. If you notice that the quantity of cleaning products in a station is going low, 

contact us at partner@govirtuo.com or at our Partner Number +33 6 35 81 65 33.  

2. Damage report : Each client does a check in at the beginning of his rental and a check out at the end. As a Virtuo 

Partner you have to take a look at every already declared damage on the car and sometimes validate/invalidate those 

declared by the last customer. If needed you can validate then modify (ie. take a better picture) those new damages.  

While doing so you’ll avoid reporting the same damage twice. You must of course report every damage you see on 

and in the car that the last client would have forgotten to declare. This step is crucial to enable us to identify the 

author of said dommages. There is no « small » damage ! Do not hesitate to report every new damage. 

Don’t forget to check for bumps on the car body, impacts on the windshield or damages on the tires (bulges…).  

3. The checklist : You’ll be asked to check for the presence of some items in the car (Virtuo badges, safety vest…) and 

a series of informations like the fuel level, the mileage, the presence of lost items or the exact car parking spot at the 

end of your preparation. 

● How is a preparation done ? 

Thanks to your smartphone ! Our developers custom-made an app for you to download the car keys, open the cars and 

check your preparations advancement. It will be essential to do the damage report and go through the checklist. 

>>> Download the Partner App <<< 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Search for and check every plate number of 
the cars you have to prepare.  

CAREFUL :  you can only download the keys 
if your phone can connect to the internet. We 
advise you to download them before 
reaching the station.

For each car you can : 
- Prepare the car 
- Notify that the car is too badly damaged 
- Notify that the car is missing 

You can prepare several cars at the same 
time.  

Use the parking indications to find the cars 
easily.

Starting preparations

Open & close the car

Keys Downloading

Turn on the bluetooth on your phone and stay 
close to the car to access the key. 

You only access the car keys during the 
preparation. 

CAREFUL : Once the preparation report sent, 
you’ll not be able to access the key anymore. 
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2. Validate or invalidate damages 

declared by the last client. You can 

modify the picture/description if 
needed once validated.

1. Review carefully every already 

declared damage on the vehicle 

before the last client’s rental.

After the damage check, back on the key 
screen, use the “Continuer” to start the 
checklist. 
 
You’ll be guided through every step of the 
checklist. 
   
If you found an object in the car, use the 
dedicated step during the checklist and put it 
in the station’s Virtuo chest. 

On the « Commentaire » screen , inform us of 
any notable comment on the car state (missing 
c a r p e t s , m e s s a g e o n t h e o n b o a r d 
computer…). 

Once you’ve gone through the 6 steps, you’ll 
be able to end the preparation. 

Once on the « Key » screen, use the “Continuer” button to start the damage report.

3 . Add new damages you 

discovered on the vehicle.

Damage report

The checklist
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Once the damage report and the checklist done, check that you 
didn’t forget anything in the car and lock the doors. Then use 
the « Terminer l’intervention » button.  

If needed you can come back to the « key » screen by pushing on 
the car plate button. 

CAREFUL : Ending the preparation is not the final step !  
Only the report sending confirms the end of the preparation.

Report sending

Once the preparation ended, you have to send the reports. 

CAREFUL : to send reports you need an internet connection 
It is advised to get out of the station. To avoid going in and out of 

the station after each preparation, you can end several preparations 

and send all the reports at once. 

You can send preparation reports even if you have preparations 

pending. 

End the preparation

CONGRATULATIONS !  

Your preparations are now ended and the report send.  



APPENDIX : RECURRING PROBLEMS 

IF YOU ENCOUNTER AN ERROR MESSAGE, 
IT OFTEN TELLS YOU WHERE THE PROBLEM COMES FROM ! 

➡ « Clé non reconnue » is showing up on the onboard computer 
✓ Open and lock the doors on the « key » screen 

➡ The key is not downloading 
✓ Go outside, have a great internet connection (ideally 4G) and try again 

➡ Impossible to open the car or connect your phone 
✓ Check that your Bluetooth is on 

➡ Other problem ? 
✓ Quit the app, turn off your Bluetooth, open your app again and turn on you bluetooth 

APPENDIX : CLIENTS FEED BACK 
Here are some client feed-backs to show you how important your work is in the Virtuo rental 
experience. 

⭐ ⭐  Dirty car. No « key card ». Damaged iPhone cable. 
-  Fabien S. 

>> You have to clean the whole car, verify every item of the checklist (presence of both Virtuo 
badges, cable inside the arm-rest…) 

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐  Very nice concept ! Little negative point at the beginning of our rental : we lost half 
an hour because the person who was in the parking tried to help us opening the vehicle to finally 
end up calling the customer support that resolved our problem in few minutes. 

-  Medhi R. 
>> Always invite a customer to call the customer support (+33 1 85 09 09 00) in case of a 
problem or a question. 

⭐ ⭐ ⭐  After discovering a bulge on the front right tire of our A Class, customer support had 
to change our vehicle in the middle of our holidays. You guys could check your fleet’s state… 

-  Michel O. 
>> Always carefully verify the tire state. If there’s a bulge or if it is damaged the tire could 
explode ! Warn us ASAP ! 
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⭐ ⭐  I booked my Virtuo to go on holidays but when I started the car the onboard computer 
showed « Check tire pressure » and « Low windshield washer liquid » messages… Il had to 
reniflante them myself and buy some liquid… I ‘m waiting for your reimbursement… No problem 
except that. 

-  Jeremy D. 
>> If the onboard computer show a message regarding the tire pressure or the windshield 
washer liquid, do the necessary or tell us about it. 

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐  There are light scratches on the rear bump on the right. Your colleague in the 
parking told us it wasn’t necessary to report it as a damage on the damage report. Please don’t 
take this into account. 

-  Benoit B. 
>> If you meet a customer who’s asking you if he has to report a « small » damage tell him to 
report it because don’t forget : there’s no small damage ! 

⭐ ⭐ ⭐  I unfortunately lost a precious time looking for my Virtuo in the parking because it 
wasn’t on the indicated spot. I’ll rent again anyway ! 

-  Sofiane K. 
>> Be careful to type the right parking spot during the checklist inside the app. 

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐  Car parked way too close to a wall. Impossible to know if there were damages for 
the damage check or to put luggage in the trunk without starting the car and getting out. It was 
great anyway ! See you soon ! 

-  Adeline F. 
>> Be careful not to park Virtuo too close to walls or to one another. 

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐  The car was really nice, in pristine condition in spite of the 17 000 km. A pleasure 
to drive ! And thanks for the Virtuo bottle in the car. I’ll recommend you guys to my friends and 
colleagues ! :) 

-  Thierry M. 
>> With carefully realised preparations, you’ll participate in enabling dozens of our customers to 
live an awesome experience ! 
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